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During the financial crisis, the exorbitant leverage and inadequate liquidity 
buffers were universally emerged in banking sectors, accompanied with 
behindhand governance and risk management as well as inappropriate incentive 
mechanism, particularly in the aspect of compensation. To address these 
shortcomings and, more importantly, to enhance both bank-specific soundness 
and wider banking sector stability,Basel III was designed. In the 
meanwhile,China Banking Regulatory Committe has started to innovate the 
banking regulatory system and promote the process of implementing the Basel 
Captial Accord.It is undoubted that Basel III plays a vital role during this 
international financial system reform process. 
Actually, during the long-term supervision and practice, our supervision 
authority has paid much attention to the prudential standards of Basel 
Committee，and the minimun standards for capital was already transformed into 
the domestic law and the regulatory framework has been established initially. 
But various drawbacks including ambiguous objectives, hybrid methods, 
irregular proceduresm, no actual supervision and so on are still existing.  
Therefore, this paper attempts to study the new rules and framework of Basel III, 
and make a summary of some valuable experience and lessons for the banking 
supervision system, which could be applied to the domestic banking supervision 
system, with the aim to strengthen the regulatory and thereby promote our 
country’s financial system stability.  
This paper consists of three chapters except for introduction and 
conclusion. 
First of all, the overview of Basel III will be provided in Chapter 1 
primarily .It starts with the discussion of the Basel Captial Accord’s nature and 














new regulatory rules about pillar 1,pillar2,pillar3 and liquidity risk monitoring 
in Basel III will be presented in this chapter. 
After the general description of Basel III,Chapter 2 deals with the existing 
problems of China banking supervision system by the means of empirical 
analysis. It gives a deep analysis of the current situaiton and problems of our 
banking regulatory with regard to relevant philosophy,legislations,regime and 
approaches. 
Lastly,on the basis of the supervision experiences of Basel III and 
regulatory practices of China.Chapter 3 will provide some recommendations for 
regulatory authority to strengthen banking supervision system from the 
perspective of relevant philosophy,legislations,regime and approaches. 
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